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Abstract

The images of Nedā Aghā-Soltān’s death during the Iranian Green Revolution, Dorli Rainey’s pepper spray attack at the Occupy Seattle protests, and the beating of the “girl in the blue bra” in Tahrir Square during the Arab Spring have been deemed “iconic” by witnesses and sympathizers of these three demonstrations. In spite of the prominence of these stories, however, news reports of the events pay little attention to the women themselves, focusing instead on these women’s passivity at the hands of brutal police and military forces. This paper seeks to ask the question of how, and to what extent, the act of publicizing images of these women’s attacks has in fact silenced their testimonies. By engaging with aesthetic theory, Agamben’s concept of the Muselmann, and Lentin’s and Masters’s femina sacra, this essay aims to identify and analyze both the dominant narratives of these women and their societies that are reinforced through the perpetuation of particular still images of their brutalizations in America print media, and the enduring images that remain in the memories of locals present in the cities at the time the incidents occurred. This project ultimately demonstrates that the very inclusion of images of attacks on these three women has marginalized their testimonies as larger narratives about women’s fragility and passivity, as well as the violent police forces, regimes and cultures of their respective countries, have prevailed.
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Introduction

On 20 June 2009, during the Iranian protests against what many considered an unfair election, a woman approaches an anti-regime demonstration in Tehran. Suddenly, a shot is fired to her chest and she falls to the ground. Three men surround her. One attempts to stanch the blood pouring from her chest while another shouts her name, Nedā, in desperation. Her eyes begin to roll into the back of her head. Blood emerges from her nose and mouth and her hands fall limp by her side. The incident is recorded on a bystander’s mobile phone camera and shortly thereafter uploaded to YouTube. Within hours, the video has been seen – and denounced as an act of state brutality – by fellow Iranians and Green Revolution sympathizers throughout the world. It is not long before American President Barack Obama publicly decries the behavior of the Iranian government and paramilitary forces that are thought to be responsible for Nedā Āghā-Soltān’s death. Seen as a strong reminder of the myriad of atrocities the Iranian regime has been deemed responsible for, Nedā is soon named the “angel” and the “voice” of the 2009 Green Revolution.

On 15 November 2011, as protestors involved in the Occupy Seattle movement enter the city’s downtown core after being cleared from their camp in a local park, police forces fire pepper spray into the crowd in an attempt to disperse hostile demonstrators. Local photographer Joshua Trujillo is among the crowd and captures the aftermath with his camera. Amidst the photographs of protestors lying on the ground or being carried away by fellow demonstrators, one photo gains especial notoriety in the aftermath of the event. The photo of Dorli Rainey, an octogenarian activist drenched in pepper spray neutralizing fluid staring into the camera lens as she is carried away by two

---

1 FEELTHELIGHT, Iran, Tehran: Wounded Girl Dying in Front of Camera, Her Name Was Neda, Digital (YouTube, 2009), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbdEf0QRsLM.
demonstrators, is shared in numerous local, national, and international newspapers over the coming weeks as local police forces comes under scrutiny by sympathizers and fellow Occupy protestors from the United States and abroad. Rainey herself is quickly deemed the “face” not only of the Seattle protests, but of the entire Occupy movement.4

A month later, on 17 December 2011, a video appears on YouTube that shows the brutal beating of a female demonstrator in Tahrir Square during protests against the ongoing military rule in Egypt that had begun shortly after President Hosni Mubarak’s resignation. The woman is dragged by a group of police officers into the street. As they drag her, her abaya is ripped off and her bare torso, covered only by a blue bra, is exposed to the camera. A police officer steps on the woman’s stomach before another covers her up with her abaya. The officers then quickly disperse and leave her in the street.5 The still image of her exposed blue bra appears in the coming days in a few local independent papers, and a week later is used by protestors in a demonstration against the military’s treatment of women. The image also gains international attention as American Secretary of State Hilary Clinton refers to the act as “shameful” for the Egyptian military and society.6 The nameless “girl in the blue bra” is thus quickly considered to be an “icon” of both local protests and the entire Arab Spring movement.7

Feminist critical theorists have emphasized repeatedly in recent decades that women’s stories are rarely present in conventional narratives of international politics. Christine Sylvester, Cynthia Enloe, and Cristina Masters, to name only a few, have noted that transnational deals and military tensions between countries are typically stories of men conducting international affairs with other male heads-of-state while women’s stories remain marginalized – if not entirely absent – from geopolitics. On the surface, the cases of the “voice” Nedā, the “face” Rainey, and the “icon” “girl in the blue bra,” may seem to suggest that women’s stories are gaining attention and being heard in international politics. Indeed, in all three cases, similar images of police and military brutality against male victims simply did not command the same impact within the international community as these images did: Nedā was the seventeenth reported victim in the Green Revolution, and yet those preceding her – the majority of whom were male – received little individual attention from the international community. Plenty of Trujillo’s photos from Seattle showed men covered in pepper spray as well, yet these were not considered iconic photographs. And although a young male is being beaten by police a few feet away from the “girl in the blue bra” throughout the YouTube video of the event, his story does not spark further protests within Egypt or a mention from the American Secretary of State. Is this a sign of a shift in geopolitics? Are women’s experiences truly beginning to move from the periphery to the centre of discussions on state-society relations?

---

9 DeRoy, “Nedā Becomes a Symbol.”
10 Trujillo, “Occupy Seattle.”
11 Hna Fi Hna DZ, *Girl Beaten by Egypt Military*, pt. 0:29. Notably, some videos of the event depict another woman next to the “girl in the blue bra” who is also beaten by police after attempting to save the former. This woman, named “the girl in the red jacket,” also received a small amount of coverage, but did not receive nearly the amount of local and international attention as the “girl in the blue bra.” (Robert Mackey, “Video of Egyptian Women’s March in Cairo,” *The New York Times*, December 20, 2011, sec. World, http://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/12/20/video-of-egyptian-womens-march-in-cairo/)
This essay takes the view that such a claim would be premature. Although it is true that the images of these women, brutalized by police, have circulated widely both locally and overseas, an evaluation of American newspaper reports surrounding the events in all three cases in fact make little reference to the women as active agents who participated in protest movements because of their desire for change. Instead, these women have been repeatedly characterized both through the still images that were chosen to represent the events and the personal details that circulated in American newspaper articles about them in the weeks following the incidents as passive victims of gratuitous police brutality or cultural predispositions to violence. The legacy of this characterization is revealed in the memories of locals who were present in these countries at the time the events occurred: Interviews with individuals from Tehran, Seattle, and Cairo show that, although the images of these women remain embedded in their memories, little is remembered of the women themselves beyond their victimhood.

The question this paper seeks to address, then, is “how, and to what extent, has the act of publicizing images of these women’s attacks silenced their testimonies?” To answer this question, this paper adopts the premise of aesthetic theory that the fundamental ambiguity of imagery renders photographs susceptible to interpretations that both form and perpetuate dominant political narratives.\textsuperscript{12} Since aesthetic theory does not identify the specific narratives of Nedã, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” that have developed, this project also engages with Giorgio Agamben’s concept of the 	extit{Muselmann}, the complete witness of brutality whose narrative becomes lost in its retelling to understand how these women’s testimonies have become silenced over time.\textsuperscript{13} This paper departs from a strict reading of Agamben, however, and further engages with Ronit Lentin’s and Cristina Mas-


ters’s concepts of *femina sacra*, which seek to elucidate the specific experiences of women who are rendered complete witnesses in international affairs. Ultimately, this paper will demonstrate that the testimonies of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” have consistently been marginalized through the circulation of the images of their attacks, which have primarily served to reinforce larger narratives of women’s passivity and police brutality.

This paper is divided into four chapters. In the first chapter, I outline the principles of aesthetic theory and how it has recently been applied to International Relations scholarship, as well as the concepts of the *homo sacer* and *femina sacra* as articulated by Agamben, Lentin and Masters. Through this section, I show how these three concepts can be used together to better understand the impact of the images of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” on public opinion. In the second, third, and fourth chapters of this paper, I analyze the three cases empirically. In the second chapter, I engage in a discourse analysis of the photographs and videos of the three incidents. Here, I seek to examine what the particular images that of these women that circulated following the events communicate about the women, their experiences, and the forces that brutalized them. In the third chapter, I analyze newspaper articles that appeared in the month following the events that appeared in three widely-circulating American newspapers (*The Wall Street Journal*, *The New York Times*, and *The Washington Post*). This section seeks to reveal the disparity between what the images and videos communicate about these women’s experiences and what was reported about them in American newspapers. In the fourth chapter, I report on unstructured interviews conducted with locals who were present in the countries at the time these events occurred. Here, I seek to assess what aspects of these women’s experiences remain salient to those who were familiar with the events. Throughout these chapters I relate my analysis to aesthetic theory, Agamben’s *Muselmann*, and Lentin’s and

---

Masters’s *femina sacra* to show that the act of publicizing and circulating the images of Nedă, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” has silenced these women and marginalized their experiences.
Chapter 1: The Aesthetics of Bare Life

The cases of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” will be explored through the lens of aesthetic theory, Agamben’s *Muselmann* and Lentin’s and Masters’s *femina sacra*. This chapter first highlights the principles of aesthetic theory that are used in the empirical section of this paper, and then delineates Agamben’s concept of the *Muselmann* and Lentin’s and Masters’s *femina sacra* while showing how these frameworks relate to the empirical section of this paper.

1.1 Aesthetic Theory and International Relations

Through the lens of aesthetic theory, one can claim that photographic depictions of international events are fundamentally ambiguous and thus can be interpreted in ways that reinforce dominant political narratives. As such, it is central to understanding how the photographs of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” became iconic during their respective protest movements. In addition, this theoretical framework also helps to explain why these particular images were able to reinforce certain questionable truth claims about these women and the forces that brutalized them.

Aesthetic theory has become increasingly prominent in poststructuralist International Relations scholarship since Roland Bleiker wrote of the “aesthetic turn” in the discipline in 2001. In his manifesto on visual culture in International Relations, he argued that an examination of photographs, films, pictures, sounds, and narratives – media frequently considered by “realist” scholars to be inappropriate as sources of qualitative data – can elucidate dominant public opinions on local and foreign politics. He emphasizes that the value of aesthetic theory lies in its premise that imagery does not show events as they truly occurred, but serves instead as an interpretation of reality. More-

---

over, aesthetic theory argues that it is within this schism between what is represented and its representation that politics occurs. Bleiker thus argues that more attention should be paid to the use of imagery in global politics in order to understand how visual representations of international events help to construct and perpetuate political ideologies.\(^{17}\)

Bleiker pays particular attention throughout his manifesto to the ways in which photographs serve as an interpretation of political events. Even though a photograph may seem to be a true representation of an event, he argues, it only shows one angle of a subject that has been captured at a particular moment of an incident. As such, a photograph does not portray an event in and of itself, but instead serves as an ambiguous representation of an event which is open to interpretation. He further emphasizes that the decision made by a photographer on what is to be captured within an image has “nothing to do with the essence of the actual object that is photographed.”\(^{18}\) Bleiker’s focus on the use of photography in shaping interpretations about political events is particularly relevant to this current study. As will be shown in the following chapters, the selection of certain still images of the videos of Nedā and the “girl in the blue bra,” as well as the spread of Rainey’s image at the exclusion of Trujillo’s other photographs from the Occupy Seattle protests, have led to particular characterizations of these women and their attackers that appear ambiguous in light of other video, photographic and witness testimony.

Recent scholarship involving aesthetics in International Relations serves as an empirical illustration of the use of photography in shaping constructions of political events and actors. In a 2008 article, scholar Laura Shepherd examines the truth claims and interpretations that have emerged following the publication of Amnesty International’s images of Guantanamo Bay, the White House’s photographic essay on the Presidential response to the 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center, and

\(^{17}\) Ibid., 510.
\(^{18}\) Ibid., 513.
leaked photographs of tortured Abu Ghraib detainees. Through her analysis of the conflicting truth claims made by the images of Guantanamo Bay and the Presidential response to September 11th, she shows how imagery has served as a particularly effective method of justifying or delegitimizing America’s War on Terror: While the images of distressed yet firm politicians in the days following the attacks on the World Trade Centre present a rationalization for the war, photographs of orange-clad detainees present a strong counterclaim that the war was unjustified.\textsuperscript{19} Furthermore, her examination of dominant positive and negative responses to the photographs from Abu Ghraib prison shows how the same photographs were interpreted in contradictory ways by those who either supported or opposed America’s involvement in Iraq. The interpretation of these images as acceptable because they showed a tortured enemy, a sign of a few “bad apples” in the military, or an indication that the American military itself was dysfunctional, depended on the political orientation of the viewer at the time the images circulated.\textsuperscript{20} Axel Heck and Gabi Schlag similarly employ aesthetic theory to examine the European Union’s\textsuperscript{21} use of photographic reports as a “visual justification” for their peacekeeping mission in Congo.\textsuperscript{22} The authors show how the pictures of EU officials in the region communicate the idea that they serve as solid and trustworthy commanders, humanitarians, diplomats, and heads of state.\textsuperscript{23} This is further strengthened, they argue, through the use of imagery of starving Congolese children and the omission of images of EU weaponry or combat operations.\textsuperscript{24} Taken together, these papers illustrate that imagery does not necessarily speak for itself, but can instead serve to shape public opinion and reinforce dominant narratives of political events. As will be shown later in this paper, the images of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” were similarly

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., 216–222.
\textsuperscript{21} Hereafter EU.
\textsuperscript{22} Heck and Schlag, “Imagining Europe’s Security Engagement in Africa,” 16.
\textsuperscript{23} Ibid., 17.
\textsuperscript{24} Ibid., 19.
ambiguous, yet were able to reinforce prevailing political notions about police brutality and women in protest movements.

1.2 The *Muselmann* and the *Femina Sacra*

While aesthetic theory provides a broad framework for understanding the role of visual imagery in politics, it does not alone explain why the images of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” drew more attention to police brutality and cultural violence than to the victims themselves. The phenomenon of simultaneously including and excluding victims’ experiences in the political sphere is a concept that has been thoroughly elucidated by Giorgio Agamben. His concept of the *homo sacer*, a life that is neither animal nor a fully politically-qualified human, provide a useful background for understanding how these three victims’ experiences have been paradoxically marginalized by their repeated and widespread circulation.

Agamben’s concept of the *homo sacer* is in large part a continuation of the poststructuralist concept of biopolitics. Broadly defined, the concept of “biopolitics” is concerned with the distinction between two forms of life: Natural, biological life, which lacks juridical rights and political capacity; and politically-qualified life, which is of value to society and which can participate in the political sphere. In his conceptualization of biopolitics, Agamben emphasizes that those who have been politically actualized are responsible for determining which other forms of life can become similarly politically qualified. He argues that the act of determining which individuals are politically qualified reduces an individual to the position of the *homo sacer*, position that is simultaneously included and excluded from the political sphere. The term *homo sacer* is a reference to an obscure

---

Roman legal code that allowed for the punishment of certain crimes by stripping the perpetrator of their legal rights. The *homo sacer* was thus exposed to the risk of being killed by other individuals who would not be deemed guilty of murder for doing so. Unlike other non-human life forms, however, this individual was deemed unworthy of use in ritual sacrifice. Thus, the *homo sacer* occupied a precarious position that was both within a politico-legal system that prohibited the sacrifice of human beings, while also outside of it, lacking legal protection and rights.²⁸

Agamben further emphasizes that a politically-qualified power is only able to deny rights to another human being in a “state of exception,” a condition such as that when an individual or a population is declared an enemy of the state, is a slave or foreigner, or is physically incapable of making decisions and speaking for himself, such as an overcomatose patient.²⁹ The lives that are scrutinized in such states of exception are therefore included within the state, yet are located between biological life and politically-qualified life.³⁰ One modern example of *homo sacer* that Agamben expanded on in particular was the *Muselmann*. This figure, which Agamben adopts from a work by Holocaust survivor Primo Levi, is the individual in a concentration camp who has been so thoroughly mistreated and humiliated that his humanity is unrecognizable. Agamben describes the *Muselmann* as a being “from whom humiliation, horror, and fear had so taken away all consciousness and all personality as to make him absolutely apathetic” to the terrors of the camp.³¹ In spite of being surrounded by others, he is “mute and absolutely alone,” and in a state “more or less close to death.”³² Agamben emphasizes in his exposition of the *Muselmann* that these individuals constitute the most competent witnesses of the atrocities of the concentration camp because they have fallen

victim to its most extreme horrors. However, as exterminated casualties, they are also unable to speak of their own experiences. The atrocities that these individuals were subject to are instead documented through the stories of survivors and photographic records. These records are “incomplete witnesses” that fail to represent the complexity and full horror of what the Muselmann has experienced.\(^3\) As will be shown later in this study, the concept of the Muselmann as the complete witness whose stories have been distorted through the narratives of survivors is of particular relevance to the cases of Néda, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra,” because the circulation of the images of their brutalization and the interpretations of their experiences recounted in American newspaper articles has reduced their experiences to ambiguous single images that have been interpreted in questionable ways.

Agamben’s *homo sacer* has received a notable amount of attention in recent years. The political philosophy journal *Theory and Event* devoted a section of one of their issues to his ideas in 2001, while *The South Atlantic Quarterly*, an American political journal, dedicated a special issue to articles applying this concept in 2008.\(^4\) However, in spite of the appeal and applicability of the *homo sacer*, some scholars have called into question the extent to which his concepts are representative of the diversity of victims’ experiences in states of emergency. One particularly strong criticism that Agamben has received in recent years is that his delineation of *homo sacer* makes no reference to women’s experiences. Scholars such as Penelope Deutscher, Ewa Płonowska Ziarek, and Claire Colebrook have emphasized that more attention should be paid to the gender variable because women’s historical exclusion from the realm of politics would seem to suggest that they would be particularly prone to being categorized as bare life. Furthermore, as Ziarek posits in her 2008 article

on British suffragettes, women reduced to bare life may have markedly different experiences from men because of the unique gendered stereotypes that women are prone to.\textsuperscript{35}

The absence of women’s experiences from the concept of \textit{homo sacer} has recently been addressed by scholars Ronit Lentin and Cristina Masters in their concepts of the \textit{femina sacra}. The term \textit{femina sacra} was coined by Lentin in her 2006 article examining the absence of women’s narratives in Transnistrian Holocaust survivor stories. In this article, she shows that women’s testimonies are prone to be misconstrued through the photographic evidence of atrocities, narratives of brutality, and survivors’ stories because the reproduction of these forms of testimony tend to reduce female victims to particularly fragile, vulnerable, passive, and sexualized beings.\textsuperscript{36} As she demonstrates throughout her study, the recorded narratives of women transported to Transnistria during the Holocaust typically differ from those of men along gendered lines: While women’s recorded narratives emphasize their virtue, propriety, or the tragedy of their being separated from their young children, men’s narratives more frequently focus on their prewar occupations or their participation in Nazi resistance efforts. She emphasizes that this dichotomy does not mean that women were not involved with resistance movements, but only that these stories are underemphasized as their roles as mothers, wives, and caregivers take precedence.\textsuperscript{37} Lentin thus shows in this study that women’s experiences can be simultaneously exaggerated and marginalized in wartime narratives because reports of violence against women typically focus on stereotypical assumptions about women and whether the victims conform to the positive or negative associations therewith. As will be demonstrated later in this study, the still images, newspaper articles and interview accounts of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl


\textsuperscript{37} Lentin, “Femina Sacra,” 464, 469–71.
in the blue bra” all tend to overlook these women’s resistance and reduce them to passive victims of brutality in precisely the way Lentin suggests.

Masters further expands on the concept of *femina sacra* in her 2009 article on narratives of women associated with the American War on Terror. In this article, she contrasts the American media’s inclusion of particular white American women’s stories with their exclusion of racialized American and Iraqi women and shows how the resulting narratives have served to reinforce extant notions of the necessity and rightness of the occupation of Iraq. She begins with the premise that the feminized private sphere is an example of an Agambenian “state of exception” and states that women are transformed into *feminae sacrae* by their reduction to either Madonnas or whores.\(^{38}\) She shows how the popularity of the narrative of Jessica Lynch, a beautiful and feminine American soldier who was captured by Iraqi soldiers within weeks of the beginning of the occupation, helped to reinforce the belief that the military was fighting a just war in Iraq because they were protecting American women. She also highlights the fact that her story was exaggerated and falsified in a subsequent film that depicted her as helpless against cruel Iraqi captors.\(^{39}\) Masters also contrasts the story of Lynndie England, a masculine-looking American soldier who was condemned for her involvement in the torture of detained Iraqi prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison with the media silence on the stories of tortured female Iraqi prisoners of war.\(^{40}\) The focus on England’s dismissal from the army, coupled with the exclusion of the narratives of female Iraqi prisoners, helped to reinforce the belief that the American military was a respectable organization while England was simply a “bad apple.”\(^{41}\) Masters considers the media’s ability to include and exaggerate certain narratives while excluding others to be

---

\(^{38}\) Masters, “*Femina Sacra*,” 33, 35.

\(^{39}\) Ibid., 36–37.

\(^{40}\) Ibid., 37–39.

\(^{41}\) Ibid., 31–32.
a prime example of how these women were rendered *feminae sacrae*. Echoing Lentin’s assertion that the very inclusion of particular narratives of women’s experiences serves to exclude women’s experiences from the collective memory of events, Masters ultimately argues that these women have all been silenced, either through their misrepresentation or their exclusion from war narratives, and that this silencing has reduced these women to *feminae sacrae* while reinforcing the idea that the War on Terror was justified. As will be demonstrated later in this study, the gendered narratives of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” similarly echo the experiences the women included in Master’s investigation – innocent Jessica Lynch in particular – who have been reduced to *feminae sacrae* through the retelling of their stories.

The concepts of the *Muselmann* as a complete witness and the *femina sacra*, combined with the principles of aesthetic theory, offer a starting point for an investigation into the experiences and narratives of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” that have dominated as a result of the circulation of images of their attacks. It will be shown in the following chapters that, although it may appear that the use of their images and their classification as “icons” for their movements seems to suggest that these women have gained great international attention, it is precisely because these women have been repeatedly – and almost without exception – characterized as passive victims of brutal officers and cultures through the circulation of these images that their own complete testimonies have been marginalized.

---

42 Ibid., 31. Here, Masters suggests that the media as well as the U.S. government were responsible for shaping public opinion about these women and reducing them to *feminae sacrae*. This is particularly relevant to the current study, as this paper attempts to show that American print media narratives were responsible for perpetuating dominant narratives about police brutality in Iran and Egypt while reducing the Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” to stereotypically passive victims.

43 Ibid., 35.
Chapter 2: Images as incomplete witnesses

As was previously mentioned, Lentin’s 2006 article provides three channels of investigation, imagery, narratives, and survivor stories, which can be examined to identify the femina sacra in the aftermath of international or state brutality. In the next three chapters, I engage with the photographs and videos that depicted these three events, articles from three American newspapers that appeared in month following each incident, and locals who lived in the countries at the time the events took place to investigate the extent to which the testimonies of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” have been marginalized through the circulation of the images of their attacks.

Lentin’s assertion that the circulation of brutal images can detract from the narratives of feminae sacrae can be examined by engaging in a discourse analysis of the photographs and videos of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra.” The application of discourse analysis to photographs, or taking imagery as “texts,” which serve as a way to form or perpetuate dominant political or cultural assumptions and narratives, is one that was also applied by Shepherd, Heck, and Schlag in their aforementioned articles on the aesthetics of the War on Terror and the EU’s involvement in Congo. Following in a similar vein as their studies, I examined the images that circulated internationally of the attacks on Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” to determine what particular narratives and constructions of these women and the forces that brutalized them are communicated and reinforced therein.

Before detailing the results of my analysis, a more specific explanation of my methodology needs to be elucidated. For this portion of my investigation, I employed Potter and Wetherell’s method of discourse analysis. Their method involves examining texts – in this case, images – for re-

---

peated phrases and themes, and also noting the ways in which different texts either perpetuate or present alternate descriptions of events. What is important in this method is the identification of both consistency and variability in a text, as well as the ways in which single events are connected with larger narratives.\textsuperscript{45} To apply this method to the three cases under investigation in this project, I located copies of the videos of Nedā and the “girl in the blue bra” that were uploaded to YouTube within twenty-four hours of the events, as well as Trujillo’s image gallery of the Occupy Seattle protests.\textsuperscript{46} In all cases, one particular image was taken from the videos and gallery that later appeared in news reports from the United States in the following days and weeks. I thus examined these images in contrast to the omitted sections of the videos and gallery to highlight what these specific photographs communicated that other portions of the more complete narratives did not. I then identified the narratives that were reinforced through the focus on these particular moments, as well as on what became lost by excluding other portions of the videos and gallery. The goal of this was to determine which characterizations of these women ultimately prevailed over alternative depictions, and to relate this to both aesthetic theory and the concepts of the complete witness and the \textit{femina sacra}.

The photographs, still images and links to the videos examined in this study appear in the Appendix of this report. The rest of this chapter highlights the findings of this portion of my empirical investigation.

The video of Nedā, which has been viewed more than one and a half million times on YouTube, lasts approximately forty seconds.\textsuperscript{47} The video begins after she has been shot (the shooter and her gunshot wound are not visible at any point in the video), and first shows four men sur-

\textsuperscript{46} These videos may not have been the original ones which appeared on YouTube. Indeed, in both cases, there are dozens of copies of the videos uploaded by various users. The particular copies that were used in this project were compared with other versions and selected because they did not diverge in any way from other versions that appeared around the same time period and were viewed by tens of thousands of users.
\textsuperscript{47} FEELTHELIGHT, \textit{Her Name Was Nedā}. 
rounding her as she falls to the ground. Throughout the video, one man calls her name repeatedly and tells her not to be afraid. At various points at the beginning of the recording, Nedā can be heard saying that she is “burning” in Persian.48 Halfway through the video, Nedā’s arms become limp and her eyes begin to roll and stare in the direction of the camera. At this point, screaming of male and female bystanders can be heard in the background. At the end of the recording, blood pours from her mouth and nose as one man attempts to resuscitate her. The video ends abruptly, and it is unclear whether she is alive or dead.

The still image that was made of this video is revealing both in what it shows and in what it does not depict of the event. The moment in the video during which Nedā stares into the camera has been circulated widely in news reports about Iranian election protests.49 This moment differs from those preceding and following it because of the clarity of her expressionless face. Nedā shows no pain, and it is unclear whether she is conscious at this moment or not. In this way, this particular image depicts her as helpless and weak, and thus unable to resist an imminent death. In addition to what this image communicates, it also excludes other aspects of her testimony. First, other moments during the video depict her bleeding, expressing her pain or communicating briefly with those surrounding her, which are lost through the perpetuation of this particular still image. Furthermore, unlike the majority of the video in which bystanders can be seen attempting to resuscitate her, this selection shows Nedā alone in a crowd of feet. This particular still image thus creates the impression that Nedā is weak and resigned to her death while silencing her pain and creating the sense that she is isolated and alone in her death.

The image of Dorli Rainey after being hit in the face with pepper spray can be found on photographer Joshua Trujillo’s website. Rainey appears in the centre of this photo. Her face and

48 Translations provided by a female interviewee.
49 For examples of the use of this image in news reports, see Appendix.
scarf are drenched in a white liquid that is purported to be pepper spray neutralizing fluid. She stares directly into the camera with a stoic expression on her face. She is standing between two male protestors who appear to be holding her. The protester to her right averts his eyes and wears an expression of disappointment on his face. The other, whose expression is not visible under his goggles, is looking at Rainey, and holding a spray container in his hand. Other protestors are visible behind the three, but they are not in focus and thus their expressions cannot be determined.

Similar to the image of Nedā, this photograph of Rainey is revealing not only in what it communicates about the woman herself, but also in what it omits of her testimony. This image is notable in that Rainey seems to be showing no reaction to the event that has just occurred. It is implicit through the redness of her face and eyes that she is in severe pain, yet her blank expression shows a similar resignation to her fate as the one Nedā reveals in the still image captured in the video of her brutalization. Indeed, Rainey has less emotion visible on her face than the protestor to her right. What is also notable is that this image has received the most attention of all of the images in Trujillo’s gallery, which has resulted in a marginalization of the narratives visible in other photos. Trujillo has published a total of 124 photographs from the Occupy Seattle demonstrations, approximately two dozen of which feature skirmishes between protestors and local police forces. Some of them depict arguments between police and protestors, while others feature victims of pepper spray or individuals being physically restrained or forced to the ground by officers. Nevertheless, Rainey’s image appears as the title image of this gallery and has been spread more than any of the other photographs in news reports about the clashes between police and protestors in the city. Indeed, this is the only image of the incident that appears in the majority of articles cited in this study. This is all the more curious because other images show individuals who are being physically restrained by of-

---

50 Trujillo, “Occupy Seattle.”
51 See Appendix.
ficers or otherwise in extreme pain. What the image of Rainey shows that others do not, then, is an individual who appears in pain yet is also stoic. The perpetuation of this particular image thus places the emphasis of the incident in Seattle on a single elderly victim.

A video compilation of footage from the events surrounding the beating of the “girl in the blue bra” shows the incident from moments before the beatings began to the point at which the military officers left Tahrir Square. At first, four individuals can be seen running from a crowd of military personnel in riot gear. One, the “girl in the blue bra” falls to the ground, and the other three try to help her stand. Eventually, as the military personnel close in, two of her accomplices run away. The officers surround the “girl” and her male associate and separate them as the two attempt to resist the officers’ use of force. As one officer beats the male protestor, three drag the “girl” a few feet away. As they do so, her abaya is ripped open, which then exposes bright blue lingerie. An officer can then be seen kicking the woman in her torso directly below her bra. A second later, as officers move away, another officer covers her exposed torso with her abaya. The woman’s body remains limp and immobile. Thereafter, two other bystanders attempt to tend to her as the military personnel retreat. A few officers return and begin beating the bystanders while the “girl in the blue bra” is brought to her feet and subsequently disappears from view.

Similar to the two aforementioned cases, one particular moment in this video began to circulate as a still image in media reports within hours of the video being uploaded to YouTube, thereby minimizing the testimony represented by the rest of the video. Specifically, the image of the brutalized woman that has been most widely circulated is the point at which the “girl in the blue bra’s”

---

52 See, for example, images 24, 31, 83 110, and 121 in Trujillo’s gallery (Trujillo, “Occupy Seattle.”).
53 Hna Fi Hna DZ, Girl Beaten by Egypt Military.
54 This portion of the video is slightly unclear, but it seems that the “girl in the blue bra” is being escorted away by officers.
*abaya* is torn open as an officer prepares to kick her in the torso.\(^{55}\) This particular moment in the video shows the victim at her most hopeless point: Her arms are forcibly restrained by another officer, her legs are immobile, her face is covered by fabric and her undergarments are exposed as her *abaya* has been ripped open. Furthermore, she is a moment away from receiving a powerful kick in her bare torso. As such, this particular image creates the impression that the “girl in the blue bra” was a helpless victim of the military officers’ brutality. What becomes invisible through the circulation of this still image is the testimony of her male accomplice, who has been beaten next to her throughout the video, and that of the female bystander, who came to her aid and was also severely beaten as a result. In addition, her attempt to defend herself against her beaters is also lost through the circulation of this image. Finally, the most brutal moments of the “girl’s” beating, including the following moment in which another officer steps on her torso, are underemphasized by this still image. Thus, the particular image that has circulated since this video was published emphasizes the “girl in the blue bra’s” weakness, and silences both her attempts at self-defense and the brutalization of others who came to her aid.

The prominence of these three images closely parallels the principles of aesthetic theory, as well as both Agamben’s *Muselmann* and the *femina sacra* as articulated by Lentin. The fact that the images that have circulated of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” reveal a narrative of these women as helpless victims, which is not fully supported by other portions of the videos and galleries from which they originated, illustrates that the images do not necessarily depict events as they truly occurred, but rather are, in and of themselves, interpretations of reality. This echoes Shepherd’s claims that photographs are “inherently ambiguous” in their depictions of reality.\(^{56}\) Furthermore, the omission of images that produce a conflicting narrative, such as those of Nedā and the “girl in the

\(^{55}\) See Appendix for a list of articles featuring this particular still image.

blue bra” attempting to save themselves and resist their attackers, parallels the omission of weaponry and combat operations that Heck and Schlag noted in their analysis of the EU’s photographic essay on their involvement in Congo. The omission of these scenes thus perpetuates the narrative that these women were helpless and innocent when confronted by brutal attackers, which makes their attackers look even more inexcusable. Similar to Heck and Schlag’s analysis, the use of one particular image at the exclusion of others helps reinforce a narrative of police or paramilitary brutality. Moreover, this questionable reduction of these incidents to three single images serves to illustrate Agamben’s assertion that the testimonies of complete witnesses are prone to chronic misinterpretation. Furthermore, Lentin’s assertion that women’s testimonies are likely to be recast in such a way that makes the victims appear particularly helpless, fragile, and subject to brutality is particularly relevant in these cases. Indeed, the “iconic” images of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” all show these women at particularly vulnerable moments while minimizing both their examples of resistance and the more brutal images of them and other demonstrators. In this way, the complete testimonies of these feminae sacrae are excluded through the very inclusion of these photographic renditions of their stories.

57 Heck and Schlag, “Imagining Europe’s Security Engagement in Africa,” 19.
58 Agamben, Remnants of Auschwitz, 35–37.
59 Lentin, “Femina Sacra,” 466.
Chapter 3: Newspaper narratives as incomplete witnesses

Lentin’s assertion that narratives of brutality can detract from the testimony of *feminae sacrae* can be applied to the cases of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” by examining the newspaper articles that appeared in the month following their attacks. In this chapter, I engage in a discourse analysis of American newspaper reports surrounding these three events to explore the ways in which the three women’s testimonies been further marginalized through their inclusion in American print media narratives.

The methodology employed for this section of my investigation resembled that which was used for the analysis of the three images detailed in Chapter 2. After performing a discourse analysis on the photographs, videos, and still images from the three events, I examined the newspaper articles that appeared in three American newspapers for approximately one month after the events occurred using Potter and Wetherell’s method. I narrowed my focus to *The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times*, and *The Washington Post* because they are three of the six most widely-read newspapers within the United States. These newspapers were ideal because they represent a spectrum of political opinions: *The Wall Street Journal* has a reputation as a conservative newspaper, *The New York Times* is widely considered to be left-of-centre in its political stance, and *The Washington Post* is known as strongly left-leaning. Articles appearing within a one-month time period following the incidents were chosen in an attempt to understand the more immediate aftermath and impressions that surrounded these events rather than the more long-term reflections that would be evident over a longer

---

time period. As the focus of this portion of the study was on the particular discourse that surrounded the photographs themselves, articles that did not include a copy of the photograph were excluded from the study, as were articles that appeared in the Opinion section of the newspapers. In total, twenty-three articles were included in this study: Ten addressed the events surrounding Nedā’s death, seven reported on the aftermath of the protests in Cairo during which the “girl in the blue bra” was beaten, and six recounted the events in Seattle that occurred the night Trujillo photographed Rainey.

The articles that detail the life and death of Nedā primarily focus on her lack of political involvement. The articles that characterize Nedā as a passive victim frequently refer to a statement made by her fiancé in an interview with the Persian BBC news network. In this interview, he mentioned briefly that she did not have strong opinions in favor of or against the Iranian political system, but instead wished for a “better world” for everyone. The articles that cite this particular interview interpret this statement to mean that Nedā was an apolitical victim who was thus shot without reason. One article, on the other hand, does not categorize Nedā as apolitical. In this article, it is suggested that her presence at Iranian election protests and her “modern” dress signified her courage to resist the theocratic regime. Although this one article makes clear that Nedā’s presence at the Iranian election protests can be interpreted in more than one way, the majority of the articles

---

62 Although it could be argued that Opinion pieces contribute substantially to discursive constructions of other societies, the sheer number of letters to the editor and Opinion blogs for these events was overwhelming (including these articles would have raised the total number of articles examined from thirty to over seventy). Furthermore, it became apparent after reading a few Opinion columns that these articles did not present a particular discursive construction that differed from news articles – they instead exaggerated ones that were more subtly addressed in other sources.

63 A list of the articles used in this study appears in the Appendix of this report.


that appeared in these three newspapers nevertheless depict her as ambivalent toward the protests and the Iranian government.

A number of articles that mention her death instead focus more attention on the violent nature of the Iranian regime generally and the election protests more specifically. These articles repeatedly concentrate on the increasing brutality in Tehran and the government’s attempt to prohibit public mourning of Nedā and other casualties. In these articles, words such as “cruel,” “agonizing,” “violent” and “dirty” are used to describe the events surrounding her death. In addition, two articles refer to the regime’s insistence that the video of Nedā was staged in an attempt to discredit the Iranian government. The implication of such statements is that the regime responded to Nedā’s death callously. Furthermore, a number of articles draw cultural inferences from Nedā’s attack. In one article, it is suggested that a repressive Iranian culture necessarily yields to the sort of violence that Nedā experienced, and demonstrates that such brutality was common during the Iranian Revolution of 1979. Another article suggests that state-sanctioned violence has been a common feature of Iranian politics in recent decades. The implication of these articles is that Nedā’s death occurred because of deeply embedded cultural and political tendencies toward violence against protestors in Iran.

Finally, articles that do not directly focus on the brutality of the Iranian regime instead concentrate on American President Barack Obama’s response to the video and his shifting foreign policy toward the country. Many of the articles mention that, prior to this incident, Obama had been


criticized for his lack of response to the Iranian election protests, while some articles clearly suggest that a tougher stance toward Iran is necessary in light of evidence that the regime is sanctioning the murder of its own people.68 These articles thus use the death of Nedâ as a starting point to launch into a discussion of the failure of American foreign policy toward Iran.

Rainey was a central focus of all six articles that used her picture and recounted the incident in Seattle, yet the personal details about her that were emphasized in these articles serve to minimize her experiences as an activist. All six articles accurately reported her age at the time of the incident, and five articles included her name.69 One of the articles even reports her as being five feet tall.70 This focus on her biometric data contrasts with the attention paid to her former activism. Only one of the articles used in this project identified her as a “longtime activist” who was a former resistor in her native Austria during the former Nazi occupation.71 Considering that either her name or age was reported in all articles, and that Rainey has a significant online presence including a once popular blog and several videos of her work at demonstrations, this lack of focus on her activism cannot be attributed to a paucity of information surrounding her personal details.72 Instead, it appears that her activism is not as salient of an issue to those who reported on her photo. This lack of attention to her resistance efforts is further illustrated in one article which reports on an email interview she conducted with an independent Seattle newspaper. In her email, she explains her reasons for being

69 See Appendix for a list of these articles.
71 Bell, “Dorli Rainey, New Face of Occupy.”
involved in the protests and her opinions about the Occupy movement. She also briefly recounts the police’s use of physical force and pepper spray against protestors, and mentions that after being hit with pepper spray, she was aided by an Iraq war veteran. In the article reporting on this email, attention is only paid to the latter two points of her email, and her motivations for involvement in the protest are excluded. Thus, although these six articles all correctly identify Rainey and some of her personal history the focus shifts away from her activism and toward her helplessness during the Seattle protests.

Similar to the articles surrounding Nedā’s attack, several articles also focus on the inappropriate behaviour of Seattle police toward Rainey and other Occupy protestors rather than on Rainey’s experiences. Two articles reference the Seattle Police Department’s assertion that pepper spray was a legitimate weapon in this circumstance because the confrontation between protestors and police had become violent. In the first article, an officer is quoted as saying that pepper spray is “no more dangerous to someone who is ten than someone who is eighty,” which seems to be an almost implicit justification on his behalf for pepper spraying children and elderly citizens. In the second article, officers report that it was necessary to use pepper spray because the demonstrators were provoking them, though, according to the article, there was no evidence this was in fact the case. Furthermore, two articles mention that Seattle mayor Mike McGinn apologized for the use of pepper spray against protestors. A final article details the history of the use of pepper spray as a

---

75 Flock, “Occupy Cops: Not All Brutality.”
76 Mackey, “Pepper Spray Deployed.”
weapon, and highlights that it is dangerous and thus highly controversial. These articles create the impression that the use of pepper spray was a particularly violent and unjustifiable act committed by local police during the Seattle protests.

In all seven articles that used the image of the “girl in the blue bra,” the majority of attention focuses not on the victim, but instead on the actions of the police toward her. All articles correctly state that the “girl” was dragged, kicked and beaten in Tahrir Square. However, five of the seven articles state that the woman had been “stripped” by police. Only two of the seven articles report that it is unclear from the video whether the “girl” had been forcibly stripped or whether her abaya had unintentionally fallen off while she was dragged. Two texts refer to the “girl” as being “supine” while she was dragged and another reports that she may have been unconscious at the time events occurred. Furthermore, two articles refer to the “girl” as being “humiliated” and “exposed” as a result of this public beating. Although the majority of these articles speculate that the “girl in the blue bra’s” abaya was forcibly removed by police and that she was too humiliated by the event to publicly identify herself, none of these articles speculated that she may have been an activist or re-

81 Kirkpatrick, “Mass March by Cairo Women”; Bradley, “Egyptian Women March”; Mackey, “Women’s March in Cairo.” As was previously mentioned, the “girl in the blue bra” appears to stand and walk away with police at the end of the video depicting the incident, so the reference to her being unconscious is particularly curious.
sistant to the military regime. The focus of these articles, then, is clearly on the “girl’s” passivity and inability to defend herself against the military officers instead of on her possible agency and resistance to police forces.

As was also the case for the articles surrounding Nedā’s death, the second major focus of the articles used in this study was on the sexism and brutality of the Egyptian military and society. Many articles referred to the military as “violent” and “brutal” toward protestors.83 Two of these articles use the story of the “girl in the blue bra” as a strong example of the military’s sexist and violent treatment of women.84 However, another two articles do not associate the beating of the “girl” as an example of the military’s sexism per se, but rather as an example of an underlying patriarchal culture that rejects women’s involvement in the public sphere.85 These articles suggest that women’s political involvement in Egypt has been stifled for generations, and that their involvement in the Arab Spring was met with hostility by male protestors as well as the military.86 In all of these articles, then, the story of the “girl in the blue bra” thus becomes marginalized as the greater focus remains on the violence of the military and Egypt’s patriarchal culture.

The newspaper articles surrounding these three events demonstrate not only the principles of aesthetic theory, but also Agamben’s assertions that the Muselmann’s testimony becomes marginalized through its retelling by incomplete witnesses, and Masters’s and Lentin’s claims that women’s testimonies tend to be reduced to conventional stereotypes of women as passive and fragile. First, the impact of these images on newspaper depictions of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra”

83 See, for example, Mackey, “Women’s March in Cairo”; Bradley, “Police Clash with Protestors”; Bradley, “Credibility at Stake.”
84 Kirkpatrick, “Mass March by Cairo Women”; Kirkpatrick, “Egypt’s Women Find Power Still Hinges on Men.”
85 Kirkpatrick, “Tahrir Square, Walled In”; Bradley, “Egyptian Women March.”
86 Although the focus of this paper is not on the veracity of the news reports, but rather on what the reports suggested about Egyptian society, it is important to note that this assertion is certainly questionable because it ignores the history of nineteenth- and twentieth-century female activists in Egypt during periods of British colonialism, military occupation and totalitarian rule. (Margot Badran, “Competing Agenda: Feminists, Islam and the State in Nineteenth- and Twentieth Century Egypt,” in Global Feminisms Since 1945: Rewriting Histories, ed. Bonnie G. Smith (New York: Routledge, 2000), 13–43.)
exemplifies Bleiker’s assertions that imagery does not reflect reality but rather serves to perpetuate discursive constructions of political events or actors. The heavy focus on Obama’s shifting foreign policy and the brutality of the Iranian paramilitary forces and culture in the articles surrounding Nedâ’s death, the concentration on the controversial use of pepper spray in the Occupy Seattle movement in the articles referring to Rainey, and the focus on the patriarchal nature of the Egyptian military and society in the articles about the “girl in the blue bra” all demonstrate how the use of an image of a brutalized individual can draw more attention to the society in which she was attacked rather than to the individual’s experiences and reactions to the events. In addition, the focus in the articles of these three women as victims rather than as potential or actual activists demonstrates Agamben’s claim that the testimony of a complete witness is marginalized through his story’s retelling by others: The three women have been described in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and The Washington Post as “humiliated,” “distressed,” and are characterized not simply as innocent and undeserving of the treatment they received, but as helpless and docile toward their attackers, even though their testimonies as revealed through the images of their attacks suggest that this is only one possible interpretation of the incidents. Moreover, the specific characterization of these women as passive victims closely parallels Lentin’s position that narratives of women subjected to violence tend to focus excessively on their fragility, vulnerability, and passivity. The narratives of these three women furthermore echo Masters’s reading of the news reports that circulated following Jessica Lynch’s rescue at the beginning of the American occupation of Iraq, in which Masters asserts that Lynch’s competence as a soldier was marginalized as she was reduced to a victim in need of saving by military personnel. Ultimately, it is evident that the interpretations of these three “iconic” images provided in American newspaper articles surrounding the incidents in Tehran, Seattle, and Cairo

89 Lentin, “Femina Sacra,” 466.
90 Masters, “Femina Sacra,” 36.
have not necessarily represented the events as they truly occurred, but have rather served as representations of the events that ultimately marginalize the victims’ narratives by their very inclusion.
Chapter 4: Survivors as incomplete witnesses

Lentin’s assertion that survivors’ recollections of atrocities can marginalize the testimonies of *feminae sacrae* can be applied to the cases of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” by examining how interviewees from the cities in which these three events occurred remember the women and their attacks.91 In this chapter, I report on unstructured interviews I conducted with locals living in Tehran, Cairo, and Seattle at the time of these incidents to explore the extent to which these women’s testimonies have been further marginalized as particular aspects of their testimonies have been exaggerated or forgotten since the events took place.

In order to investigate the ongoing impact that the images of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” have had on those who were exposed to them, I conducted unstructured interviews with locals who were living in their respective countries at the time the events occurred. My goal in these interviews was to allow individuals to speak as freely as possible about the events they remembered seeing and hearing about and through this to determine which aspects of the stories that circulated about these women remain salient in retrospect. I limited interviews to individuals who had been living in their respective countries during the time that the protests occurred in an attempt to understand local reactions to the protests. For each set of interviews, I contacted people who were friends of a mutual friend. I avoided contacting individuals who I knew personally in an attempt to avoid an association bias: Individuals who were personal friends of mine may have been too limited in terms of geographical spread and political orientation to gain meaningful insights into how the

91 The equation of “interviewees” with “survivors” may seem to be a misappropriation of Lentin’s assertions. On the one hand, her use of the word “survivor” in this portion of her paper specifically referred to those who had experienced the holocaust and had survived to recount their events to others. However, Lentin herself emphasizes within her article that “Holocaust survivors” can take many forms, and are not only those who experienced the horrors of concentration camps. As such, it does not appear to be an unreasonable extension of her concept to apply the term “survivor” in this project to locals who were familiar with these three protest movements. See Lentin, “Femina Sacra,” 464–68.
three events have been remembered. However, I also avoided a random sampling of individuals. As the events in question were politically sensitive issues, it became necessary to establish trust by being introduced through a mutual friend. As a result, I was only able to work with people who spoke English fluently, and the majority of those I interviewed were either current students or recent university graduates. Although this may limit the scope of opinions and insights I was exposed to, the fact that the majority of participants in the Green Revolution, the Arab Spring, and the Occupy Movement were university students and youth under thirty suggests that this particular range of opinions was a reasonable focus. Furthermore, since these images spread primarily through social media, and youth are the primary consumers of social media, a limited focus on this age group seemed appropriate.

Interviews were conducted either in person or with video conferencing software. The reason that interviews were not done through an email exchange or a telephone connection without video software was because I considered it essential to fully engage with interviewees not only through listening to them, but also by seeing their physical reactions to events they remembered, and allowing me to see my reactions to their statements. As video conferencing software is frequently subject to


93 This became particularly important during my interviews with individuals from Iran. In spite of the fact that I was personally introduced to several interviewees by a mutual friend, a few became skeptical of my motivations and declined to participate.


96 The advantages of conducting interviews face-to-face have been cited by a number of scholars, such as Dilley, Schostak and Beck. One of the main benefits cited by these individuals is that it is easier to build rapport with individu-
delays, however, I conducted in-person interviews when possible. I was able to conduct interviews with individuals from Seattle and Iran who were living in proximity to me during the period in which I was conducting interviews. I was also able to travel to Egypt to interview locals who had been present during the protests. The ability to travel to Egypt to conduct interviews was ideal: Not only were the interviews in person, but they afforded the opportunity for me to engage with individuals within their own country in locations that they were familiar with. Although it would have been optimal to conduct interviews in Seattle and Tehran, the political volatility of Iran and the distance between Seattle and my location made this impractical. In a further attempt to create a more relaxed environment, interviews were conducted on the condition of anonymity, and notes were taken during the interview when the interviewee consented. Furthermore, when interviews were conducted in person, the interviewee was given the opportunity to choose the location so that they could feel more in control of the discussion. In total, I interviewed fourteen individuals, six of whom were from Cairo, four of whom were from Seattle, and four of whom were from Tehran. The remainder of this chapter details the results of this empirical investigation.

Nedā remains in the memories of those who were living in Tehran at the time of the 2009 election protests as a symbol of innocence and martyrdom. The four individuals from Tehran who were interviewed for this project remembered her name and some of the circumstances surrounding her death. When asked about Nedā and the video that depicted her after she had been shot, though, three of the four individuals recounted the events surrounding her death rather than the video itself. When asked to recount the events depicted in the video, all interviewees reported that Nedā had


97 Schostak, Interviewing and Representation in Qualitative Research, 53–54.

98 According to Schostak, the condition of anonymity and allowing an individual to select a location of an interview are not only necessary for ethical considerations, but also allow a person to feel more in control of a conversation and thus more open to discussing more controversial opinions or topics. (Ibid., 53.)
watched the protests but not participated, and that she had been shot by a basij, a volunteer police officer, even though these events were not depicted in the video of her attack. Furthermore, three interviewees emphasized not only the cruelty of the basij, but also of the Iranian regime that refused to allow her family to hold a public burial for Nedā after her death. This stood out to the interviewees as particularly heinous because, they explained, a proper burial is of prime importance to the Iranian shi’a community. Furthermore, interviewees did not recall the moment at which Nedā stares into the camera, but instead recounted the moment at which she began to bleed at the end of the video. The final recollection that interviewees repeatedly emphasized was that Nedā was innocent. They stressed that she had not been involved in the protests and had done nothing against the Iranian regime to warrant being shot. Two interviewees, themselves both participants in the protests, also characterized her as a “martyr” of the election protests because she was shot in spite of her innocence. The impressions that thus remain of Nedā are of her as an innocent bystander and a victim of a brutal police force and merciless regime.

The four interviewees could also recall a handful of other demonstrators and bystanders who had been killed by basij or other state-sanctioned military and paramilitary forces. In fact, only one of the interviewees, a female who had not been involved in the protests, mentioned Nedā first when asked about examples of brutality during the protests. The interviewees were able to recount other stories of tortured and executed prisoners or university students who had been shot – and one male interviewee also mentioned that a close personal friend of his had been killed in a prison two years after being arrested by Iranian police forces. Interviewees mentioned that they were aware that these stories had not received the same amount of attention internationally as the story of Nedā. They did not suggest that this was the case because her death was more brutal than other protestors’, but that her innocence made this story more remarkable. Thus, amongst those interviewed for this project,
the prevailing conception of Nedā today remains of an innocent bystander who stands out because of the state’s unwarranted cruelty toward her.

Similar to the events surrounding the death of Nedā, Rainey’s humiliation and innocence remained more salient than her activism and resistance to Seattle police forces in the minds of the individuals I interviewed. Three of the four interviewees, two of whom had been involved in the Occupy Seattle protests but had not participated in this particular event, recalled Trujillo’s photograph of Rainey after being hit with pepper spray. However, interviewees did not mention the events spontaneously: They recalled the events only after being asked if they remembered any examples of police brutality during the Occupy Seattle protests, and one only recalled the event after considering the question for a few minutes. When asked what the photograph depicted, interviewees responded that they remembered she was an elderly woman who had been hit with a large amount pepper spray. Interviewees did not recall Rainey’s name or her history of activism, and they also could not remember that protestors had been hit with pepper spray on this particular occasion because of a confrontation occurring after protestors were forced to move out of a local park. In addition, two of those interviews recalled that the picture depicted Rainey covered in pepper spray, even though the picture actually depicted her covered with pepper spray neutralizing fluid. In this way, their recollection of the photo was that it showed Rainey in greater pain than she actually was at the time. When asked about other examples of police brutality or overuse of pepper spray in Seattle, interviewees could not recall any other events aside from this one, and they could not remember any of Trujillo’s other photographs. Interviewees’ recollections of the photograph of Rainey thus concentrated primarily the pain she experienced, and did not focus on her history of activism or involvement in the Occupy Seattle Movement.

99 In an interview with Keith Olbermann, Rainey mentioned that the neutralizing spray had helped relieve the pain of the pepper spray that was used on her before the photo was taken. (Bell, “Dorli Rainey, New Face of Occupy.”)
One issue that was repeatedly mentioned during interviews with individuals living in Seattle at the time of the Occupy Movement was that local police forces had a reputation for brutal behavior, especially toward poor and immigrant communities. This was a particularly notable finding because none of the newspaper articles used in this study mentioned the reputation of Seattle police forces. All interviewees, in contrast, mentioned that Seattle’s police officers have frequently come under scrutiny for their gratuitous use of force against citizens in the past few decades, and that the use of pepper spray against Occupy protestors was disappointing, yet unsurprising. In this way, the image of Rainey covered with pepper spray neutralizing fluid reminded interviewees of the history of local police brutality in Seattle, and shifted attention away from her particular experiences to a disappointment in the police forces more generally, thus paralleling the news reports of police brutality in Tehran and Cairo during the protest movements in 2009 and 2011.

Interviews with Egyptians living in Cairo in October 2011 revealed a similar perception of the “girl in the blue bra” as a passive victim of brutality. All interviewees remembered the “girl in the blue bra” when asked. However, as was also the case in my interviews with individuals from Tehran and Seattle, this was not the most salient example of police brutality that most interviewees remembered. Most interviewees recounted other stories of protestors being shot or forcibly removed from demonstration areas before mentioning the case of the “girl in the blue bra.” When asked what the video of the “girl” depicted, all interviewees remembered that her clothing had been ripped open after she had been surrounded by officers who then beat her. Interviewees did not typically recount other scenes in the video in which the “girl” was helped by other protestors who were subsequently beaten themselves, or the point at which an officer covered the “girl’s” torso with her ripped abaya. When asked why this particular event had become so significant within Egypt, interviewees typically emphasized that it was the inappropriateness of the officers’ behavior and the sheer novelty of this event. One female interviewee who had been involved in the protests mentioned that she was not
aware of similar events occurring either prior or subsequent to this incident. Another female interviewee who had not been involved in the protests, in contrast, maintained that such events were common during the Arab Spring protests, citing the forced virginity tests executed by military forces earlier that year as a case in point. Interviewees also depicted this event as “shameful” for the military because exposing a woman in this way is contradictory to Egyptian culture. Furthermore, the event was described primarily as “humiliating” for the victim, who was criticized in the following weeks by more conservative newspapers for drawing too much attention to herself through wearing suggestive clothing. The reactions of interviewees thus demonstrated that, regardless of whether these events were common or not during the Arab Spring in Egypt, the “girl in the blue bra” is primarily remembered for her humiliation and victimization.

A few interviewees mentioned that the reason the story of the “girl in the blue bra” remains in Egyptians’ memories is because of the use of cartoon imagery, which is still visible in some parts of Cairo, to commemorate the events that took place during the revolution. Two interviewees provided cartoons of the “girl in the blue bra” to show how she is remembered through drawings. One of these cartoons depicts the same still image of the “girl” being held by officers with her abaya ripped open that appeared in newspaper articles following the events. Curiously, this image is almost identical to the still image except for the officer’s shoes: While the officer who stepped on the “girl in the blue bra” in the video of the event was wearing tennis shoes, the officer in the cartoon is wearing military boots. This cartoon, then, depicts the event as even more violent than it truly was. In addition, three cartoons concentrated most heavily on the novelty of the “girl’s” bra. One image, which could still be seen on one city wall near Tahrir Square, depicted a blue bra with the words

---

100 This incident is recounted in detail in Kirkpatrick, “Egypt’s Women Find Power Still Hinges on Men.”
“end the system” written in Arabic below. Two other cartoons depicted a woman wearing a blue bra in a position of power: One shows her as a cartoon super hero whose signature costume includes a blue bra, the other portrays her with her abaya lifted while she kicks an officer in the face. The use of the blue bra in these images to identify this incident reveals that her exposure is one of the most enduring aspects of the story surrounding her brutalization.

Interviews with locals present in Tehran, Seattle, and Cairo at the time these events occurred further confirm the principle of aesthetic theory that imagery can reinforce dominant political narratives. In all three sets of interviews, individuals recounted the actions and behavior of police in both these particular events and in the protest movements more generally while overlooking the possible or actual activism of these three women. The focus of Nedā interviewees was on her innocence. Likewise, none of the interviewees from Seattle remembered Rainey’s history of involvement in protest movements, and interviewees did not refer to the “girl in the blue bra” as an activist. Instead, interviewees frequently viewed these events as microcosms of an undercurrent of police brutality and state-sanctioned violence. Nedā’s death was seen as an example of the Iranian regime’s gratuitous violence, and Rainey’s attack served as an example of the brutality of the Seattle police that locals had become accustomed to. Similarly, the incident with the “girl in the blue bra” was remembered as an example of how the Egyptian military was excessively violent toward protestors toward the end of the demonstrations. The focus away from the victims and their attacks and toward a discussion of political narratives reinforces the claims of Shepherd and Bleiker that imagery serves as a form of discourse that can form and reinforce dominant constructions of political actors and events.

---

102 Translation provided by an interviewee.
The interviews also further show that the testimonies of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” have been marginalized through their retelling as these women have been reduced to fragile and apolitical victims. First, it is notable that interviewees in all three cases remembered the events as more brutal than the still images of their attacks would suggest: Nedā was remembered bleeding profusely rather than staring into a camera, Rainey was remembered as being covered in pepper spray rather than neutralizing fluid, and the “girl in the blue bra” was remembered through cartoons as being stepped on with a heavy boot rather than a tennis shoe. This reflects not only Agamben’s claim that the *Muselmann’s* true and complete testimony becomes lost as his story is retold, but also strongly resembles Masters’s conceptualization of Lynch as a *femina sacra*.105 Just as a dramatized version of her rescue in an Iraqi prison characterized her as more of a victim of gratuitous violence than she in fact was, interviews with individuals living in Tehran, Seattle, and Cairo during the time that the three women of this study were attacked similarly revealed that the women are remembered as having suffered greatly – and perhaps more than they in fact had – at the hands of state-sanctioned officers. Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” therefore resemble *feminae sacrae* as their complete testimonies have been transformed in such a way that renders them victims of extreme brutality in the memories of those who heard their stories when the incidents occurred.

Conclusion

This paper sought to address the question of how, and to what extent, the act of publicizing the attacks on Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” has silenced their testimonies. By examining the images and newspaper articles surrounding these three incidents, as well as the testimonies of locals familiar with these events, it has become apparent that the stories of these three women have all been marginalized through the circulation of images surrounding their attacks. While the particular still images depicting their attacks reinforce the perspective that these women were passive and resigned to their fates, the American newspaper articles that circulated in the month following their attacks minimize the women’s capacity for activism and resistance to those who brutalized them and to the regimes that allowed the events to occur. Furthermore, the narratives of these incidents recorded in American print media pay more attention to dominant narratives of police brutality, state-sanctioned violence, and cultural tendencies toward patriarchy and cruelty instead of toward the backgrounds and experiences of the victims themselves. Finally, local interviewees continue to remember the events surrounding the women’s brutal treatment more than the women themselves, and believe the images of their attacks as having been more violent than they necessarily were. In lieu of the complete testimonies of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra,” what remains instead is thus an impression of these women as passive victims of gratuitous state-sanctioned violence.

Throughout this investigation, it has been shown that the exclusion of these women’s narratives through the circulation of images of their brutalizations closely parallels the principles of aesthetic theory, as well as both Agamben’s *Muselmann* and the *femina sacra* as articulated by Lentin. An examination of American print media and interviews with locals in Tehran, Seattle, and Cairo has revealed that the circulation of particular still images of these three incidents have reinforced the
questionable characterization of these women as passive and helpless victims while masking alternative characterizations of them as activists resistant to their attacks and military or paramilitary forces. This demonstrates Bleiker’s and Shepherd’s assertions that photographs present an interpretation of an ambiguous event. In addition, the attention paid by American media reports to the culture and politics of Iran and Cairo, as well as interviewees’ focus on the prevalence of police brutality in Seattle, illustrates Bleiker’s claim that ambiguous photographs can reinforce dominant narratives about political actors. Furthermore, the loss of the testimonies of these women as anything beyond helpless victims of their attackers in both American print media and locals’ memories of the events demonstrate Agamben’s claim that the Muselmann’s testimony becomes distorted as others attempt to speak on his behalf. Moreover, the consistent characterization of these women as apolitical victims of violence in newspaper reports and interviewees’ lack of awareness of these women’s backgrounds lend credibility to the assertions of Lentin and Masters that women’s testimonies are in a particularly strong position to be recast as passive and fragile as they are retold. These three women are thus all feminae sacrae as defined by Lentin and Masters because their complete testimonies have been silenced and exchanged for more familiar stories of patriarchal violence, police brutality, and feminine passivity and innocence.

Although this paper has helped to illustrate the ways in which the circulation of photographs of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” have marginalized these women’s experiences, further investigations can help to further elucidate the extent to which this has occurred. First, this paper is necessarily limited in that it only examines American newspaper articles. A further investigation could look at articles originating in Iran and Egypt to identify alternate narratives of these incidents.

that appear in these countries. In addition, an attempt could be made to more thoroughly investigate the backgrounds of these three women in an attempt to recuperate their lost narratives. A greater focus on Rainey’s activism would be fairly simple as she has spoken publicly about her experiences during the Occupy Seattle demonstrations. Although Nedā has been permanently silenced and the “girl in the blue bra” has yet to identify herself, a greater focus only on the testimonies of their accomplices and friends may help to shed light on the histories, experiences, and motivations of these women for being present at anti-regime demonstrations. This paper thus serves as a starting point for further investigations into the ways in which widely circulated images of violent attacks on women can become misconstrued through the inclusion of their narratives within the public sphere through websites and media reports. More work, however, remains to be done to better understand the disparity between these women’s testimonies and the narratives that have circulated about them.

At the beginning of this paper, it was asked whether the international focus on these three images suggests that greater attention is being paid to women’s narratives. This study has indicated that the treatment of these images has only resulted in a reinforcement of dominant narratives of apolitical women as victims of police, state, and cultural brutality. Concordantly, the effect of this marginalization of women’s complete testimonies remains to be investigated. Lentin and Masters both emphasize in their articles on the femina sacra that the inaccurate emphasis on women’s fragility and passive victimhood ultimately causes viewers to lose sight of the full horrors of violence and perpetuates dominant questionable narratives that certain societies are particularly prone to violent treatment of citizens.110 It is certainly true that in the cases discussed in this study, the focus on these women as passive victims has excluded the testimonies of other, less iconic victims of violence – some of whom, like the “girl in the blue bra’s” male accomplice, arguably experienced more violence than these three women. Furthermore, as was shown in the cases of Nedā and the “girl,” these pho-

tographs have been used to perpetuate notions that these two societies are inherently patriarchal – and in the case of Nedă’s death, this event even sparked newspapers to suggest that a tougher American foreign policy against the country was necessary. That single events can reinforce negative cultural constructions and even inspire discussions on international discipline against an entire country shows that the circulation of incomplete testimonies of violence may have dangerous consequences.

Ultimately, in order for a more complete understanding of the unique and complex experiences of women who have been subjected to violence, as well as of the societies in which the violence occurs, more attention must be paid to the victims themselves and not only to the narratives that others have told on their behalf.
Appendix: Sources Used for Empirical Analysis

Still images from Videos and Photographs

The following are images of Nedā, Rainey, and the “girl in the blue bra” that I used in the empirical section of my paper.

Figure 1: The Death of Nedā Agha-Soltan

Figure 2: Dorli Rainey, hit with pepper spray at the Occupy Seattle protests

Still shot taken from FEELTHELIGHT, Her Name Was Neda.
List of Articles Used in Discourse Analysis in Chapter 3

The following articles were used in my discourse analysis of events surrounding the death of Neda.


---

112 Trujillo, “Occupy Seattle.”
113 Reuters, “Hillary Clinton’s Condemnation of Blue-Bra Beating ‘Interference’ in Egypt, Foreign Minister Says.”


The following articles were used in my discourse analysis of events surrounding the pepper spray attack on Dorli Rainey.


The following articles were used in my discourse analysis of events surrounding the beating of the “girl in the blue bra.”
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